Abstract. Back in 1950, Shannon introduced planning in board games like Chess as a selective approach, where the main idea is to select specific branches of the game tree that satisfy certain conditions. He contrasted this approach with brute force Minimax-like methods, based on an exhaustive search of the game tree, that aims to select the best path inside a given search horizon. Historically, the brute force approach won hands down against planning in complex games such as Chess, as the strongest Chess programs nowadays all exploit brute force algorithms. However, planning is still interesting and even necessary in some game-playing domains, for instance based on incomplete information, where there is no way to evaluate precisely or even build the game tree. In this paper we describe a technique that produced positive results in Kriegspiel, a variant of Chess played as an incomplete information game. Our main result is the definition of an algorithm for combining MonteCarlo search with planning; we tested the algorithm on a strong Kriegspiel program based on MonteCarlo search, and obtained a clear improvement.
Introduction
Partial information games are a challenging domain to study and test decision making under uncertainty, that is a key concept in game theory and also a widely studied topic in many economical simulations [4] . For instance, uncertainty can be introduced in perfect information games by making invisible the opponent moves (as in a war-game referred by an arbiter [9] ). This invisibility usually introduces important changes to any algorithmic playing approach: the search space size and the related game tree branching usually grow dramatically, whereas one of the key results in games theory, namely Zermelo's theorem [13] , is no more valid because its assumptions do not apply. More important, these changes reflect on the effectiveness of playing algorithms which work well for the standard game [2] but must be completely redefined for its variants based on partial information.
Kriegspiel, the board game we are focusing on in this paper, is a practical example of our previous statements: removing most of the information given to a player about his opponent's moves, increases dramatically the average branching factor during middle game from 33, that is the Chess branching factor, to 33!, that is Kriegspiel branching because a player can try its pseudolegal moves in any order. We remind that the branching factor greatly affects the performances of Minimax and its derivative algorithms. Hence, the best Kriegspiel artificial player, as described in [6] , is not based on Minimax, but on Monte Carlo Tree search instead. This paper has the following structure: in section 2 we provide a description of Kriegspiel, introducing its rules and most important features, from the point of view of an artificial player. Section 3 contains a description of the state of the art, with special interest to Darkboard, the current world champion of Kriegspiel. Section 4 presents the main topic of this paper, namely our original planning based approach, that we applied to Darkboard to play Kriegspiel, but that can be applied to other playing domains based on partial information and with a large branching factor. In section 5 we present the results obtained by an experimental player, based on the technique we presented, matched against the current world champion program, Darkboard. Finally, in section 6 we summarize and discuss our results, concluding with the future developments we are considering.
Kriegspiel
Kriegspiel, or Blind Chess, is a chess variant invented by Michael Henry Temple at the end of the XIX century, first played and standardized at the famous London chess club "The Gambit". It can be considered a descendant of an already existent prussian war game, named Kriegspiele, invented at the beginning of XIX century for training Prussian army officers. Kriegspiel rules are the same as chess for what concern the goal of the game and piece movement rules, but differently from Chess, there are three main actors involved: the white player, the black player and an umpire.
Each player can see only its pieces, while from the point of view of the umpire, Kriegspiel is just a normal chess game. Being the only one informed on the real state of the board, the umpire is in charge to inform players if the moves they make are legal or they are not. For instance, a move could be illegal because it exposes the king to a check, or because the trajectory to a square is not completely free. If a move is refused by the referee, a player has to chose a different one, that is again evaluated by the umpire, and so on.
Thus, designing a program to play Kriegspiel is very different from designing a program to play Chess, due to information on the game state only partially available. Partial information grows the branching factor, while the space state remains the same of chess, that Shannon estimated at 10 42 [11] . The reason of the larger branching factor resides in the fact that a Kriegspiel player can try its pseudo-legal moves in any order: if a move is legal then it must stay, else the player must try another move. Thus, all possible permutations of pseudo-legal moves should be enumerated to define the branching factor of Kriegspiel.
This huge increment in the branching factor reflects the fact that in each state a player does not know what is the current position of the opponent's pieces. Hence, an artificial player should somehow keep trace of all the possible configurations of the board, in each different moment of the game. This leads to the need to abstract away different positions, that are indistinguishable from the agent point of view, into a single representation: this is the key idea behind Metapositions, first applied in Shogi [10] and successfully reused in Kriegspiel [1] .
The reason why we have chosen Kriegspiel as our domain of study is that it is not yet a fully explored game, with significative differences from Phantom Go and other imperfect information games, as that the nature of Kriegspiel's uncertainty is completely dynamic, making it an interesting environment to simulate different kind of real life tasks.
Planning in board games: State of the Art
Recent researches in games like Phantom Go and Kriegspiel contributed to focus on a relatively unexplored category of partial information games, derived by well known perfect information games, introducing a concept of invisible moves. This area proved to be a challenging domain for artificial players based on brute force, leading to the development of strategies to handle meta states, with the aim to reduce the space state and the branching. This happened exploring metapositions in in Kriegspiel, as described in [5] .
A strategy similar to the one used to play Go proved to be quite effective in Phantom Go, as described in [3] , also because of the monotonous decrease of uncertainty that makes progress somehow simpler to handle, in comparison with Kriegspiel.
Until a few years ago, only a few amount of research had been devoted to Monte Carlo in games with dynamic uncertainty, with the notable exceptions of [8] , which first studied planning based on MonteCarlo, and [7] , which developed a more efficient approach based on a bandit algorithm called UCT (Upper Confidence bounds applied to Trees). We exploited UCT in the development of Darkboard, that is basically a program combining UCT with a node evaluation function [6] .
The contributes to the study of Kriegspiel, brought by the experiments conducted developing the artificial player Darkboard, were the most significant progress in the study of the game, involving for the first time the use of metapositions in Kriegspiel, also introducing a Monte Carlo based approach to handle middle-game. Darkboard represents the state of the art in Kriegspiel playing as it is also the current Kriegspiel world champion.
Priority Level Planning in Kriegspiel
Kriegspiel is a hard game to play for rational agents: due to the huge branching factor mentioned above, in approaches of Shannon's "Type B", that is brute force, the ability to evaluate different states plays a key role in reducing the search space, that directly reflects on the effectiveness of brute force analysis. Unfortunately, even with the help of Metapositions, this is a very hard task for artificial players, as it involves the ability to understand the "meaning" of a position.
An approach based on planning is a more natural choice to provide an agent with a "human like" understanding of a position. However, planning was not successful in chess-playing programs, as it reduces consistently the speed of states evaluation and, consequently, the horizon of the program. This actually cuts off the possibility to base the evaluation of a state on a long range analysis.
Our approach is then based on a planning technique, meant to predict the evolution of game tree branches, basing only on factors that must be present in the present state. This requires the search of "structural factors" included in each state, that can be associated to a predictable evolution in the long run.
This technique seems to apply perfectly with Kriegspiel, because strategical elements are included in each state. Those elements can be used to form a plan, where a plan is just a sequence of transitions which fit the actual configuration of the board. An example of the strategical elements we are speaking about can be the presence of open files, if heavy pieces are still on the board, etc.
In this paper we focus on the middle-game, as it is the game phase where introducing a priority level planner does not cause any sensible change in move generation's speed. We have built a planner which during middle-game (which starts when the opening phase ends, i.e. when the program exits from its opening book, and ends when the position has no more pawns) splits move generation in two phases: first, it tries to elaborate short term plans, aiming to reach "important" goals which are enough "close", if there are not such goals reachable from the current state, it tries a long term evaluation of each interesting candidate transition originated from the current state.
This algorithm requires the definition of two different categories of goals:
priority goals Goals that represent a short term advantage. Examples of short term goals may be piece capture, king safety, etc. long term goals Examples of long term goals may be placing our pieces in favorable positions, regrouping pieces in a way that makes easy for them to cooperate, etc. Each goal has a priority that represent its importance. This category includes what a chess player could call strategic or long-term goals.
The goal sets were defined according to standard chess theory. This highlights an advantage of choosing Kriegspiel as our applicative domain: a Kriegspiel planner can benefit from the well known theory of Chess, to identify key factors in a position, as long as it evaluates those factors in his own way, considering the significant differences introduced by partial information.
Our algorithm for move generation includes the following three steps:
EVALUATION The program evaluates the current board state, searching for priority goals. This task is simplified by Kriegspiel rules, since we identify priority targets thanks to umpire messages informing that a pawn try is available, that a piece has been captured or that one of the player has delivered a check. SELECTION If a priority goal is reachable, the goal set includes only the moves that are supposed to lead to the goal, else the agent analyzes each action within two level of depths searching for long term goals. This description highlights the fundamental importance of long term goals in move generation, as priority goals cover only a small set of possibilities. At the same time, long term goals deal with strategic factors. This technique may be promising in a domain with a clear notion of strategy, as it is the key concept used to predict the quality of a path, without the need to evaluate a large set of states. This also means that this technique can be applied not only to Kriegspiel, but also to any strategic game with partial information and a large branching factor. Fig 1 summarizes the process we just described.
The above algorithm contains the key idea of our approach. However, if implemented verbatim it would be be highly ineffective in practice. The reason is that an agent whose move generation relies entirely upon its goal set, when no priority goal is available, is forced to define a huge number of goals to deal with each possible situation. This leads to two different problems: first, it turns out to lack flexibility to handle a complex game like Kriegspiel; second, this does not correspond to what we defined as a long term goal set.
Instead, before searching for long term goals, we execute a one step Monte Carlo analysis to filter moves that have an evaluation below some threshold. After doing so, we execute the steps described above. Nothing changes in handling short term plans, as it does not involve nothing else than an "automatic reaction" to priority goals detection. The modified behavior is shown in Fig 2. This second approach offers two advantages. First, it does not force the agent to misrepresent the idea behind the concept of long term goals. The second advantage is that filtering the moves that the planner has to analyze reduces the computational cost dramatically, as it cuts the branching factor, while the brute force method may be limited to a very short depth. Thus, both strategies benefit one of each other.
Experimental results
To evaluate the result obtained introducing a priority level planning in Darkboard, we tested our enhanced player in tournaments against other programs. Those programs were:
-World Champion The current world champion version of Darkboard, presented in [6] . -Random Player A pseudo-random player, useful to evaluate the behavior of our program against an unpredictable opponent. -Strategic Darkboard The World Champion program enriched with a priority level planner.
Our experiments consisted in tournaments of 20 games between Strategic Darkboard and another program. This is a well known technique, since the first Belle's experiments by Ken Thompson [12] .
The first series of experiments, consisting in 3 tournaments of 20 games each against the Random Player, confirmed that the random player is not an interesting opponent, as the average result is 85% of success for Strategic Darkboard, where all games that were not won were draws for stalemate (if the opponent king is in check and cannot move a game is draw according to chess rules).
The second series of experiments was far more interesting, consisting in 5 tournaments of 20 games each between Strategic Darkboard and the World Champion: it ended with the average success rate of 61% for Strategic Darkboard. Thus, according to the standard Elo scale, Strategic Darkboard gained a class, compared to Darkboard previous's version.
The table summarizes the results obtained in our tests. A second set of experiments against human players is currently taking place on the Internet Computer Club (ICC), which hosts the largest Kriegspiel community. The partial results until now indicate a smaller improvement, but it will take some time to collect enough data to drawn some definitive conclusion.
Conclusions and further developments
One problem when implementing a program for playing an imperfect information game with a high branching factor is the horizon effect. Because of that, planning may be an interesting approach in such a domain, due to the fact that a planner does not analyze the totality of the states, but instead it focusses only on promising branches.
The technique we have proposed is a hybrid between planning and brute force, developed to manage two different aspect: short term game playing, that is based on brute force and somehow does not care about the branching factor, since there is a priority goal reachable inside the horizon of the agent, and long term playing, basing on the notion of strategy.
While experimental results are promising, it is important to remember that this technique relies heavily on the presence of a dense notion of strategy in the application domain, that is a key condition for limiting the depth of the searching algorithm. This limitation however is double edged, since a dense notion of strategy leads to impressing performances as shown by the experiment conducted against the world champion program of Kriegspiel.
A further development will focus on refining the long term goal set; in our experience human players, that currently outperform our Kriegspiel program, orient their game playing according to repetitive strategies: analyzing an already available collection of Kriegspiel games with a pattern recognition algorithm,may lead to identify new goals or even just to update the already existing one ratings, hopefully improving the long term view of the agent, that's the most interesting feature of this technique.
Finally, even if we obtained some interesting results, Strategic Darkboard played with a handicap: in fact, the goal set used by the program is quite limited. Future development will focus on additional strategies to populate the goal set with efficient targets, thus we expect an improvement of the playing strength.
